
 

 

 

 

CATEGORIES  

   We have  23 categories (17 nude, 6 non-nude) to suit everyone with different performing 

styles. Categories have their own rules and expected performing styles. Below is a list with 

information about each, so that you can have the best possible experience. 

 

Nude Categories 

"Where desires meet" 

 Girl’ – Our most popular category, a single woman may register here. 

 ‘Mature Female’ – category for 30+ year old solo ladies. 

 ‘Fetish’ – In this area, Models should be prepared to satisfy special needs and 

demands. Dominatrices and submissive girls are expected here with the appropriate 

fetish accessories. 

 ‘Gay’ – this category is for solo or couple male performers, ready for action. 

 ‘Boy’ – similar as above, except here a solo man may appear. 

 ‘Transgender’ – shemale, hermaphrodite, or transsexual Models can register here. The 

two-to-four Model group options are available here too. 

 'Couple' – A category for at least one male and at least one female performer. 

 'Lesbian' – A category for 2-4 female Models. 
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Performers in the Nude categories, as the title suggests, are obligated to satisfy the customers’ 

requests about nude content during a Private session, according to their Willingness list.  There 

are some prohibited materials however, which they must always reject and report to Customer 

Support. 

Appearance - In all nude categories sexually provocative clothes and poses 

are allowed.  

As long as you are in Free Chat, you should still avoid showing explicit content, so that 

Members are more likely to want more in Private. 

When you choose your outfit, please pay attention to transparent clothing materials, as they 

could count as explicit too. 

In these categories you can use your sexiest outfits, show off your most seductive side, only try 

to keep it Glamorous. 

You may see examples below of the right appearance in Free Chat: 
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Fetish 

"Territory for the special needs" 

Appearance - We have three main requirements from our Fetish Models, in order to keep the 

impression. 

Outfit: Dark colored Fetish garment (red, black, purple latex, leather, spandex, pvc, corset, 

fishnet, stockings, zippers, belts, uniforms etc.) 

Accessories: mask, chain, wrist or ankle cuffs, high heels, locks, rings, gothic chair, jewelry, 

toys, ropes etc. 

Background: with the above mentioned colors and accessories, with suitable lights and shapes 

In order to perform in this category, all the above mentioned criteria must be met. Since Fetish 

is a Nude category, all the nude category rules apply in addition to these.  

You may see some examples below of the right appearance in Free Chat: 

  

Hot Flirt 

"In Hot Flirt category Members expect to be seduced, such as during a night out in the club" 

Appearance - In free chat area you should avoid exposing yourself in a sexually provocative 

way.  

In Hot Flirt category it is suggested to make a "Girl Next Door" impression, who is having a 

great time. The content during private chat however is between the model and the paying 

customer. It is up to you, what you show to the member during a Private session. 

Please note that fake promises are still against the rules, so do not say anything that you would 

not do later. 

Violating the rules regarding nudity in free chat area may cause your category to be changed to 

Nude, so please pay attention while you are teasing your visitors. 

 



 

 

 

 

Your outfit should give a neat, flirty but stylish effect. Short skirts and cleavages are accepted, 

but lingerie, laces and directly sexual, provocative clothing or posing is not allowed. 

It is important that the environment must be organized and clean. 

You may see some examples below of the right appearance in Free Chat: 

  

Celebrity Categories (Non-nude) - Soul Mate, DJ, Dancer, Fashion, Love 

Life Adviser, Fitness, Cosplay 

"Express yourself" 

It is possible to register in a Celebrity category, where different rules apply. This concerns both 

live and uploaded content. 

In Celebrity category, nudity and explicit behavior is not allowed. Models that violate these 

rules may be moved into a different category. Seek for the impression of a best friend whom 

they can talk to about whatever they want. Ask Members many questions and let them talk 

about themselves too. 

Uploaded content and the Model's account name may not contain or refer to pornographic 

content. This includes written text in Fan Club notes and Introduction page. 

Appearance 

In these categories the dress code is stricter. Appearing in underwear is prohibited in free chat, 

it should not reflect any kind of sexual tease, or be provocative in nature. 

It is also essential to have a tasteful background that is in accordance with your category. 

It may be important to choose a camera angle that is focusing on your face and your upper 

body, since this category is more for talking, and sharing your thoughts with each other. 

Consider not showing a bed in the camera image, as to not steer the conversation to 

pornographic requests from the Member. 

 



 

 

 

 

In case you think that this is not the ideal category for you, and you wish to show nudity in a 

Private Chat, we recommend you to have your account moved to Hot Flirt instead where 

nudity is optional. 

Soul Mate 

In this category you should attract the visitors attention with your personality and your 

talkative, nice attitude, instead of your body. 

The outfit should be elegant, stylish, something that reflects your personality. Since first 

impressions are still very important, try to also "speak" with your outfit to showcase your 

interesting personality. This is especially important here, because this category is for deep 

talks. 

Show interest in your visitors, ask them questions and let them talk about themselves. Share 

your stories together and build a lasting friendship. 

Nudity is not allowed in this category at all, not even in private chat. This includes nudity, 

nipples, handbra, nipple tape or any erotic content. If you wish to show nudity in a private 

chat, we recommend you to ask for category change at our Online Support.  

DJ 

Showcase your passion and expand your audience by playing your own songs. 

You can use this category to perform exclusively in front of a single viewer. You can also simply 

get an intimate experience with your most committed fans. 

Many people are interested in music as it is a big part of every culture. Use private chats to 

teach interested Members about mixing and the technicalities that involve making music.  

Tell stories about your experiences involving being a DJ. People would love to hear your unique 

first-hand perspective.  

Place your camera in a way that your equipment is also visible, as it is very interesting to watch 

it so close. 

Nudity is not allowed in this category at all, not even in private chat. This includes nudity, 

nipples, handbra, nipple tape or any erotic content. If you wish to show nudity in a private 

chat, we recommend you to ask for category change at our Online Support.  

Dancer 

Use this category for teaching lessons, or to perform in front of your visitors. Sexy dances 

like twerking and pole dancing are allowed, as long as there is no nudity. 

Your outfit should represent your performing style. If you are a belly dancer, be sure to wear a 

classic belly dancer outfit. 



 

 

 

 

Many people like to go to clubs, but not many can dance well. Teach your visitors the basic 

moves to give them the confidence to own the dance floors. 

Nudity is not allowed in this category at all, not even in private chat. This includes nudity, 

nipples, handbra, nipple tape or any erotic content. If you wish to show nudity in a private 

chat, we recommend you to ask for category change at our Online Support.  

Fashion 

Your sharp fashion sense is the most important part of this category. Have your clothes and 

makeup speak for themselves, and turn the heads of your visitors with your looks. 

Consider being farther away from the camera, so that more of your clothes and body are 

visible for maximum effect. 

Pay attention to have a room decorated according to your style. Your surroundings should 

complement your looks, to give a professional feeling. 

If you are a body painter or makeup artist, show off your skills with masterful compositions. 

These can include fantasy makeup, or art on your body or face. Only your imagination is the 

limit. 

Nudity is not allowed in this category at all, not even in private chat. This includes nudity, 

nipples, handbra, nipple tape or any erotic content. If you wish to show nudity in a private 

chat, we recommend you to ask for category change at our Online Support.  

Love Life Adviser 

Fill out your Willingness list carefully, so that your visitors know what they can expect to talk 

with you about. 

Give them the emotional support they need. This may be especially important after bad 

breakups, or a stale sexual life. 

Relationship advice is most important in this category. Share your thoughts on sexuality and 

give advice to your visitors if necessary. Be the friend that they can trust to share their deepest 

desires with, and equip them with the necessary tools to make the dreams a reality.  

People are interested in the thoughts of the opposite (or same) sex when it comes to 

relationships or marriages. Listen to the relationship problems of your visitors and try to 

explain the other side's behavior so that they can better understand each other. 

Nudity is not allowed in this category at all, not even in private chat. This includes nudity, 

nipples, handbra, nipple tape or any erotic content. If you wish to show nudity in a private 

chat, we recommend you to ask for category change at our Online Support.  

 



 

Fitness 

As the saying goes, a sound mind in a sound body. Teach your visitors how they can better 

themselves and hone their bodies to perfection. 

Give the Members motivation along with tips and tricks so they can do sports in a safe manner. 

Ensure that they don't hurt themselves with bad form, and encourage them to perform even 

better. 

Eating healthy is as important as exercise. Advise your Members on what works and what 

doesn't, and what kind of nutritional information they should pay attention to. 

Be sure to display sports accessories in your camera image while online to give your room a 

proper atmosphere for your category. 

It is allowed to wear short, sporty outfits in this category. 

Nudity is not allowed in this category at all, not even in private chat. This includes nudity, 

nipples, handbra, nipple tape or any erotic content. If you wish to show nudity in a private 

chat, we recommend you to ask for category change at our Online Support. 

Cosplay 

According to statistics, there is a huge demand for cosplayers. Satisfy your visitors' desires by 

dressing up as their favorite pop culture figures. 

Be an evil queen from tales, or a superhero from movies, and charm Members by looking and 

acting like their beloved characters. 

Try to stay in character if possible. Visitors may want to talk to the character whom you are 

dressed up as. 

Tell them what went into making your outfit, how the different pieces fit together and how 

they were made. 

Keep in mind that Jasmin is visited by an adult audience, only dress up as adult characters. 

Nudity is not allowed in this category at all, not even in private chat. This includes nudity, 

nipples, handbra, nipple tape or any erotic content. If you wish to show nudity in a private 

chat, we recommend you to ask for category change at our Online Support. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


